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Summary

widespread and well-accepted practice that
fully self-managing organizations. This will have a
presages
on
our
profound impact
understanding of leadership and the leader’s role in
organizations. This article looks at two cases where self-management is not just a
matter of team behavior but of organizational behavior with a focus on how
leadership is practiced and how it is different from conventional organizations.
Lessons learned and its appropriateness to firm governance, generally, are discussed.

Self-managing
an

teams have become

a

evolution toward
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First A Little

Background: What ~Ye Know About Self-managed Teams

Self managed teams are closely knit groups of workers who take responsibility for
their work, monitor their own performance, and change their strategies and tactics
as required by the ever changing organizational and environmental conditions
(Wegman, 1997). The rise of self-managed teams accompanied the flattening of
organizational hierarchies over the last ten years and the increasing complexity of
organizational work. Indeed, competitive conditions and the need to act quickly to
meet customer needs and to innovate have stimulated their widespread use.
Self managed teams are fast becoming the practice of choice for organizations whose
workers have a high level of skills and who are coping with a high level of
environmental uncertainty (Wegman, 1997). The increase in the use of self-managed
teams is not accidental. Self-managed teams are superior to regular organizational
teams in several respects. First, they are more productive (Guzzo and Dickson
1996; Manz and Sims 1993; Randolph, 1995) because they feel they have control
over their jobs and they enjoy more decision making power. Second, they are also
more proactive (Cohen and Ledford, 1994), at least in terms of improvements that
they make, because they have freedom and they feel comfortable to show initiative
and take action. Third, members of self managed teams enjoy more job satisfaction
(Wegman, 1997) than members of regular teams because they perceive their tasks as
meaningful and important for the organization. Last, members are more committed
(Wegman, 1997) to the organization because they perceive the organization as a
place to learn new skills and to develop their talents.
There

are

two

common

characteristics present in all

self-managed teams:

Autonomy: The degree to which members experience substantial freedom,
independence and discretion to perform their work is a measure of their autonomy.
Although autonomy may vary from organization to organization and from team to
team, it is necessary that the members of a team feel independent and free.
Impact: The feeling that the team’s job is important and significant for the
organization is a reflection of the team’s impact. In other words, all the members of
a team believe that what they are assigned to do is important and it will help the
well being of their colleagues and the organization.

self-managing situations, many of the functions traditionally reserved for
managers become the responsibility of subordinates (Mankin et al. 1996), including
monitoring performance, taking corrective action, and seeking necessary guidance
or resources (Manz &
Sims, 1984, 1989). In some cases, setting goals, budgeting,
on
team
leadership, rotating tasks and assignments among members,
deciding
work
and
vacations, ordering materials, hiring replacements for
scheduling
team
members, and conducting performance evaluation are also members’
departing
responsibilities (Cohen & Ledford, 1994; Goodman, Devadas, & Hughson, 1988).
In

the use of self-managed teams has become widespread. The implication of
their success, however, suggests that self-management could become a guiding
structural principle at the organizational level as well as at the team level. And that

Today
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would

require a profound shift in both the way we conceptualize
organizations as well as the meaning of leadership.

the purpose of

Self-managing Organizations
We observed two atypical cases of very successful self-managed organizations that
we believe are precursors of a widespread move toward self-managed organizations
in the future. The first was a kibbutz in Israel. The second was an American
orchestra in New York City. Open-ended interviews, documentary analyses, and
observations generated the following data describing the two organizations.

Kibbutz Samar - The Date Plantation
Kibbutz Samar is comprised of several self-managing teams of which one runs the
date plantation located about 18 miles north of Eilat, the southernmost city of
Israel. In this dry desert with an average annual rain accumulation of about one inch
and summer temperatures averaging 106-degrees F, about 160 members, children,
volunteers and aspiring candidates to the kibbutz, craft a community and a living.
main principles upon which the kibbutz was first established. First,
is
membership voluntary and all efforts of the kibbutz should meet individual needs.
Second, collective social well-being and effectiveness should be a personal priority of
each member.

There

are

two

While most kibbutzim found it impossible to expand their economic activities
without employing hired labor, and consequently have abolished the traditional
policy of &dquo;self-labor&dquo;, the members of Kibbutz Samar faithfully maintain a self-labor
policy. And, to avoid turning into a large bureaucracy, they also decided to limit the
size of the kibbutz population by admitting only a handful of new members each
year. Thus, in the absence of a supplementary work force, any decision to expand the
economic activity of the kibbutz means that current members will have to do more
work or become more efficient.
The kibbutz structure has remained flexible and nonhierarchical. Every member has
equal status and voting power. The acceptance of personal responsibility and the
conscious expression of one’s personal ethics are the driving norms. Therefore, there
are no bylaws, no formal operating committees, and only five rules that influence
individuals’ life styles but they are minor. Three written rules relate to hosting
guests, procedures for admission of new members, and general meeting quorum. An
unwritten rule, though, requires members to get up and go to work but there is no
formal sanction against a member who fails to obey it; rather, it is assumed that he
or she is going through some kind of personal crisis (Liskin, 2000). As in the other
265 Israeli kibbutzim, all final decisions regarding the kibbutz as a whole are in the
hands of the general assembly comprised of all members.

general assembly, for instance, decides whether or not to admit a candidate.
general assembly has the power to expel a member although the last time that
happened was more than twenty years ago when the kibbutz was still in its
formative stage. However when it comes to personal issues, a general assembly
action is merely a recommendation for existing members rather than a final
instruction. Thus, incredibly, individuals in effect have a veto power over the

The
The
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decisions in all personal matters. For example, the assembly may decide
that a member should avoid traveling abroad at a certain time of the year yet the
member can still travel without sanctions using kibbutz funds!

assembly’s

In the absence of a rigid structure of hierarchy and decision-making, members are
responsible for their work. Jobs are not assigned. Each member decides on the type
of work he or she will do, the nature of the job, the amount of responsibility involved
in the job, the number of hours worked, the schedule of the work and leave days.
What is perhaps the most amazing aspect of this system of self-assignment within a
self-management system is that each member decides how much money he or she
will take from the public coffer for personal expenses!

There are two control mechanisms over the individual’s behavior, however: The
first one is the law of the State and the second is strong informal individual and
group pressure. Most controversial issues are taken care of outside the assembly
gathering in sessions between the focal person and some of the kibbutz members
who may be involved in the case, or who just have a strong interest in the issue. It is
in these sessions that individuals learn their behavior is greatly deviating from the
spirit of the kibbutz. The sessions clearly attempt to influence the individual to
change his/her behavior through rational and ethical appeals but these sessions also
don’t result in dictates or sanctions.
The kibbutz is economically sound. Its annual financial turnover is more than $5M.
Income is generated by commercial activities such as a dairy farming, blacksmithing,
vegetable growing, fish harvesting, research and training at the Center for Desert
Studies, computer services, and from a large group of resident professionals who do
their work in neighboring towns and kibbutzim. Most enterprises are managed
profitably. The main economic enterprise of the kibbutz, however, is the date palms
plantation which, like other enterprises that have more than one or two members, is

organized

as a

self managed team.

Samar’s date plantation is one of the largest of its kind in the southern part of Israel.
It is a successful plantation from the agricultural-professional, technology, and
economic perspectives. In short, Kibbutz Samar’s plantation is profitable and the
profit is constantly growing - it outperforms all regional competitors.
about 10,000 acres and employs 6-7 full time workers and 34 temporary workers who harvest four different types of dates, all of which are
organically grown. On some days 10 workers arrive for work and on other days
only 3-4 workers arrive. The full time members of the team hold undergraduate
degrees in a number of professions and have intensive knowledge of agriculture.
They are very experienced in their work and in most cases they have become good
personal friends. The part time members come and go as they wish but to gain a
responsible position they must stay long enough to learn their craft.

The

plantation

covers

Some

Leadership Problems

and Solutions

While in principle the plantation is self-managed, there is a team leader. This is a
member of the team of equals who has been selected by the team to lead the
plantation for an unspecified period of time. The leader does not possess formal legal authority, the type of power normally held by managers such as the ability to
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reward and punish, or the power to allocate
only use referent or expert bases of power.

scarce resources.

Instead the leader

can

Faced with this challenging work situation, the team leader has to cope with three
work problems: First, planning a workday is difficult since the leader does not
definitely know who will show up. Moreover, those members who do show up may
decide to stop their work at any given time.

Second, the leader’s assertion of influence

in decision

is problematic. Team
members are all professionals who divide the work among themselves according to
their specialties. For instance, one member is responsible for irrigation and another
one for pest control. There are also agricultural and seasonal cycles that dictate
work priorities. Yet every team member may decide that he or she is better qualified
to answer work related problems than the leader, and may therefore prioritize work
differently than the selected leader.

Third, external motivation of team members is close

making

impossible to provide. In the
absence of external incentives and given the inability to apply sanctions, the leader
finds it very difficult to attract kibbutz members who do not normally work in the
plantation but are needed to help out during the high season. Yet, the harvest is
always completed.
To

to

control and reduce these uncertainties the leader

gain

applies

certain

communication, decision making, and leadership styles. First, the team enjoys a free
flow of communication that is omni-directional and can take place at any time.
Practically, it means that there are ongoing discussions among the full time team
members during work, work breaks and after work.
most decisions are made by consensus and after informal deliberation
all
interested team members. If consensus is impossible they try to reach a
among
with the hope that they will convince the minority later on.
decision
majority
Formal decisions by majority vote are rarely made.

Second,

But in order not to restrict creativity and enthusiasm for a particular idea, each team
member can take the liberty of pursuing new ideas from the drawing board to fullscale implementation. A good example is the team member who took upon himself
the responsibility for the plantation’s technology. He noticed that during the
harvesting process the mechanical shaker did not provide enough protection to the
dates and some were damaged. He took time off the plantation’s regular activities to
concentrate on the development of a new date-shaker that provided protection for
them during harvest. This machine is now fully operational and other date growers
have been ordering them from the kibbutz, thereby adding a new source of income
for Samar.
as reported elsewhere (most notably by Manz and Sims 1987),
of charismatic and transformational leadership styles that
combination
employs
are comprised of the following elements as practiced at Samar:

Third, the leader,
a

Formulating mission
develop new scenarios

and objectives - the leader encourages team members to
about the future of the plantation. He facilitates group
discussions where members contribute new ideas and alternative strategies that
0
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could be applied to achieve the plantation’s mission and
some of the objectives being considered are:

a)
b)

to

increase the

to increase its

objectives.

plantation’s size by planting new types of dates;
competitiveness by applying new technologies

For

and

example,

new

work

methods;

improve customers’ satisfaction by applying
organic process; and
to
d)
employ better quality control systems.

c)

to

better pest control

techniques

in

the

The leader’s role here is to facilitate the

group’s decision-making capabilities.

Consultative decision making - The leader is an expert in the topic of growing
dates and he consults with all members involved in the plantation at all times, trying
to sell them his ideas. However, the leader sometimes has to subordinate his ideas to
those of the team to maintain group cohesion and members’ involvement, which
leads to their satisfaction.
0

Work Design - members benefit from full freedom to dictate their own daily
activities. The leader collects relevant information and disseminates it to team
members so that they may use it to improve the quality of their work.

building and motivation - enhancing team spirit and supporting members’
individuality while demanding commitment to the team. Members are motivated by
gaining team support and by experiencing more gains than losses from their team
membership because of their positive response to established group norms.
0

Team

and being a role model. The leader is hard working, uses
humor as a mechanism of criticism and corrective feed back, and uses expertise to
monitor performance quality. Quantity is measured by the date production itself and
is not used as a measure of individual performance.
-

Coaching team members

The

of these elements clearly indicate that the success of the day to day
operations is measured in terms of social effectiveness and members’ satisfaction
more than by any economic effectiveness, financial or technical accomplishment.
There are no personal financial incentives for members to work harder; all the
incentives are informal and come from within the group or the individual. Members
are not given responsibility; rather they take responsibility. Indeed, that is one of the
use

foundation principles and all applicants to membership are expected to demonstrate
their willingness to do this. Those who take the initiative in agricultural activities,
demonstrate the ability to manage, gain professional and technical experience, and
show decision-making abilities become obvious candidates for a leadership role. The
especially active members are rewarded by becoming informal leaders and by
gaining the respect of the community. In addition to the social incentive to work
hard, there are also the internal personal motives to learn and grow. The need to
learn and to develop new knowledge and technologies in their field of expertise
motivates members to put their best efforts into their work and to try to excel
resulting in a position of responsibility.
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while a multi-faceted entity, represents a self-managing
of
selforganization
managing teams. Does this kibbutz thriving in the oppressive
heat of the Arava desert present lessons that can apply to modern American
businesses? We believe so, though clearly we are not suggesting that the largest
organizations can soon become assembly driven with each employee receiving one
vote on important decisions. Rather, we see this model as relevant to the 85% of the
American economy typified by the small business, the start-up, the companies
driving the new economy. Clearly, the silicon valleys, alleys and corridors of North
America are rapidly filling up with professionals seeking a larger role to play in
their organizations. They are eager to express their expertise in a manner
resembling that of the members of the kibbutz - to realize a personal set of goals in
an environment populated with like-minded individuals. For them, this model may
be an inspiration. But there is another relevant example closer to home that
suggests that self-managing mechanisms may be a way to capture the fullest
possible creative contribution of each member (employee). That example is found in
the thriving metropolis of New York City - far from the sweltering heat of the
Arava desert.
Kibbutz

The

Samar,

Orpheus Chamber Orchestra

The second self managed organization described here is the Orpheus Orchestra. It
could be characterized as a &dquo;musical kibbutz&dquo; (Traub, 1996) since it has special
aspects that distinguish it from other orchestras and resemble the organizational
processes of Kibbutz Samar mentioned earlier. Perhaps most significantly, the
Orpheus chamber orchestra performs without a conductor.

The orchestra was founded in 19’7~ by Julian Fifer, a cellist who graduated from
Columbia University, and a few friends who also graduated from Columbia
University or from the renowned Julliard School of music. These musicians disliked
the idea of working with conventional orchestras in which the conductor decides and
directs all the musicians and dictates how a musical piece will be performed. Their
aim was to replicate the operation of small chamber groups, where there is freedom
of expression, (Leonhardt, 1999). Simply, they wanted to use a democratic process
that would shape their performance as a group. They believed that members should
posses equal power and that leadership should be rotated among all group members.
They agreed that authority is necessary but that it could be established without a

permanent authority figure.
At first, Orpheus’ members were all musicians at their 20’s, wanting to perform
without the direction of a conductor. Today, the orchestra consists of 26 permanent
and about 20 &dquo;part time&dquo; highly skilled professional musicians who could serve as
soloist players in most of the world’s top orchestras. In order for someone to become
a member of Orpheus, it is not enough to be an excellent musician. There are other
required qualities that are surprising for an organization that absolutely must
recruit the most talented musicians possible. Orpheus seeks candidates who also
have the ability to lead, the ability to follow the leader, the ability to exchange
opinions effectively and the ability to be creative and innovative. These are skills not
required by musicians who participate in conventional orchestras where the
conductor has the absolute decision making power.
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New members always begin as part time players. They are judged by the full time
musicians on the quality of their performance and their ability to lead and to be led.
It may take up to 7-8 years for a part time member to become a full time member.
Remarkably, the candidates stick it out.
of the orchestra gets a fixed salary as well as additional rewards for
each session he/she participates in that includes the orchestra’s rehearsals and
performances. However, in order to remain a full time member, each musician must
perform in at least 3 5% of Orpheus’ concerts. This pay for performance arrangement
is a result of long discussions following the discovery that membership in Orpheus
is very time consuming and was not financially rewarding enough using
conventional payment methods. This solution allows the players to participate in
many of the orchestra’s concerts and for part timers to maintain jobs with other
musical groups as well.

Every member

The orchestra’s structure has changed over the last few years. At first, all players
had a say in music matters and also on career and administrative matters. In 1990
this practice ended when Julian Fifer, the founder of the orchestra, who was until
then first among equals, became the first full-time executive director. This was the
result of the orchestra’s growth and of the need for faster decision making processes
concerning issues such as concert scheduling, contracts etc. Today the Orpheus
organization consists of a self-governing orchestra that makes all music decisions
together and a management team that includes a board of directors consisting of
eighteen members - most of whom are elected directly by the entire membership of
Orpheus with the musicians having a key influence.

addition, the players participate both in the board and the management
they may influence every major decision. Furthermore, management
In

so

that

cannot

intervene

in any decision concerning musical performance. Significantly,
membership in the orchestra is still decided by the musicians and not by the

management.
The distinction between the musicians and management is subtle. One major
problem occurred when some musicians attempted to impose their own ideas
without listening to the others. In this instance two violinists had to be removed
from the leader’s role by the musicians when they became too authoritarian.
Regarding issues concerning the operations of the organization, however, the
players can express their thoughts but they do not posses final decision-making
power. But, when there was a disagreement between the players and the executive
director concerning the length of time that the orchestra spent on international
tours the consequence was that the executive director was replaced indicating that
the opinions of the general membership are still very powerful.

Orpheus Chamber Orchestra is extremely successful. It is considered to be one
of the best chamber orchestras in the world. For some important critics, Orpheus is
the greatest chamber orchestra the world has ever heard (Taitte, 1992). The
orchestra performs around 50-60 concerts per year and has performed in almost 40
countries. It has consistently won the public and critics’ highest awards and it
performs to full houses at concert halls such as the Carnegie. Additionally, the
orchestra commands one of the most extensive recording contracts in the classical
music business, releasing four recordings yearly for Deutsche Grammophon.

The
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Some

Leadership Problems

and Solutions

Orpheus orchestra’s managerial procedures have evolved during the years. At the
beginning, all the members meant to perform a piece were supposed to rehearse
together. The entire orchestra functioned pretty much as a self-managed team,
however, because of the size of the orchestra, the rehearsals could be extremely
time-consuming. Rehearsals would be stopped constantly since the musicians would
have disagreements concerning how the piece should be played. The result was the
creation of what Orpheus now calls the &dquo;core groups&dquo; - a representative body of
musicians.

groups&dquo; consist of about ten players who are chosen in rotation to
the
different sections (violins, violas, cellos etc.). They rehearse and
represent
determine the basic artistic points concerning the piece. Although there is no
conductor, in every orchestra there is what is known as the concertmaster whose
role is to give some cues to the rest of the players. In Orpheus’s core rehearsals, this
concertmaster, who is usually the first violinist, leads the process of distilling the
group’s plan into one voice. Most of the time the chosen concertmaster has worked
with the particular piece so s/he indicates when the piece starts and ends and
suggests the initial form of the performance. During the rehearsals, when
disagreements arise, the members try to talk them through until they reach a
consensus. If consensus cannot be reached, then they take a vote. When a piece
involves a soloist who takes the role of the concertmaster the piece is considered to
be his or hers - and that individual has the prime influence.

The &dquo;core

A very important element of this procedure is that the concertmaster’s position is
rotated among the members of the orchestra. This way, Orpheus manages to have
all its members ready for the role of either leader or follower. As a leader, a person
understands what kind of help to expect from the followers; as a follower a person
knows what kind of feedback to give to the concertmaster (Lubans, 1999). In
addition, this rotation helps the members create social harmony and cohesion, since
each person understands both the role of the leader and the role of the follower.
In addition to the concertmaster the core group consists of a representative of each
instrument, whose role is to convey her/his opinion about how the piece should be
performed, based on her/his instrument’s special characteristics. After the rehearsals
s/he will have a meeting with the rest of the section’s musicians to explain the
reasons for choosing to perform a piece in a particular way. Furthermore, during the
full rehearsal and actual concerts, s/he will be the one who will give the rest of the
instruments some cues (invisible to the audience). Using this procedure, the
orchestra has managed to significantly cut total rehearsal time as well as conflicts
that used to arise because of differences in personal preferences.

When

full rehearsal takes place, the piece has already been formed and the whole
flows more quickly and smoothly. During full rehearsal every musician
still has the right to express her/his opinion concerning any element of the piece
and changes are often made, but most of the disagreements are settled during the
core group’s rehearsal.
a

procedure

As

a

result of this

performances

a

very

special procedure, Orpheus
unique style. Concerts do
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conventional orchestra. Audiences are able to distinguish the difference and perceive
the freedom of expression that is behind an Orpheus performance. As critics say,
Orpheus has achieved its greatness not despite the absence of fixed leadership but
because of it.

Comparison Between Samar and Orpheus
many differences between Samar’s date plantation and Orpheus’ orchestra.
They range from the general philosophy of a communal versus an individual life
style, to full time versus part time membership, to a limited amount of training
versus a commitment to life long professional training. However, there are many
similarities between the two organizations that lead to some general conclusions

There

are

regarding self-managed organizations.
Partial or full ownership. The fact that both organizations are owned by their
members provides them with control over the management of the organization and,
consequently, they can avoid conflicts that arise in traditional organizations because
of the varied stakeholders and financial interests of large stockholders.
1.

voluntary membership. Members in both organizations specifically choose to
join and are not accepted simply because they are qualified for the job. Moreover,
they share similar philosophies about the nature of their work and roles. Without a
common aspiration for excellence in terms of creativity and innovation, and without
the will to take responsibility, there could be no shared vision and no shared
objectives.
2.

Long term probation period for new members. Kibbutz candidates apply to
officially join the kibbutz as members when they feel that they are ready for the
undertaking and after unofficial consultation with kibbutz members. Full
membership is a big step since new members will commit to live in the kibbutz for
the rest of their lives. Because full membership entitles members to free access to
public monies, access which calls for a lot of trust on the part of all kibbutz
members, the probation period provides a significant time for the assessment of each
candidate’s trustworthiness and judgment.
3.

Candidate musicians usually join the orchestra as full members after 6-8 years of
playing on a part time basis and upon invitation. The reason for the long probation
period is the fact that the orchestra is limited in size and members tend to hold their
positions for life.
fulfillment of Hackman and Oldham’s
1990; Hackman and Oldham, 1976):

4.

Complete

job

characteristics

(Hackman

Members in both teams are engaged in all aspects of the
production, from the decision to employ a process to its quality control and
marketing. Also, they rotate leadership. Therefore their skills vary from
professional, to decision making, managerial, and communication.
0

Skill

variety:

0

Task

significance:

important

to

them and/or

members in both teams are engaged in activities that are
to the community around them. The dates plantation
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members operate the most significant economic arm of the kibbutz. Influencing
the way a musical piece is performed is a very significant achievement for any
trained musician.
team

Task identity: Members in both teams regularly complete their tasks in full
and therefore can see the end results. The date-growers harvest the fruits from the
trees and ship them to the market and the musicians plan and rehearse the musical
pieces and play them in concerts.
0

Autonomy: Members in both teams equally participate in the decision
making process. The date growers in the kibbutz have almost unlimited freedom in
selecting, designing, scheduling and allocating their job involvement. The orchestra
members have freedom to contribute to the interpretation of the musical piece,
something that is not available to musicians in a regular orchestra.
.

0
Feedback (Wall, Kemp, Jackson, & Klegg, 1986): Members in both teams
receive feedback from the audience or from the customers on their performance.
Date growers receive their feedback directly from customers’ complaints or praises
and indirectly from the generated market prices in comparison to the prices achieved
by competitors. Musicians receive their feedback from the audience and the
reviewers.

Leadership. Members in both organizations rotate the leadership.
plantation the elected leader keeps his or her position till another
member expresses interest in the role or the leader expresses interest in being
replaced. Since leadership does not entitle them to extra benefits and yet requires
more responsibility, there are few volunteers for the job. In the orchestra the leader
5.

Rotated

In the dates

benefits from extra rewards and therefore there are members who are interested in
the job. Consequently the leading role is rotated more frequently - usually with
each piece played.
Trust. Team members enjoy high levels of interpersonal trust. This is
achieved by their long period of membership in the organization and their intensive
work relationships. Time spent together and the intensive relationships tend to
enhance the members’ knowledge of each other, and, consequently, their
interpersonal trust. Date plantation team members do not have any direct and
tangible incentive to follow the leader’s advice. Orchestra members’ incentive to
follow the leader is their expectation that the leader, in turn, will follow them when
they are in the leading position. Both team members allow the leader to practice
expert or referent power because they trust the leader to assist them in enhancing
their personal as well as their team’s results.
6.

7.
Intensive face to face communication (Goodman et. al., 1988). All members,
in both organizations, have an almost unlimited access to each other on a continuous
basis. This is mostly a result of the network structure and the small size of the
organizations, which allows such intensive communication. It is also a consequence
of the satisfaction of all key job characteristics, mentioned earlier, that forces team
members to become engaged in all aspects of the task and to take responsibility for
the final results. Kibbutz members share their living space too. Therefore, they
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continue their informal

interpersonal

communication in

a

social

as

well

as

work

context.

Conclusions

issue for US professional organizations is how much and under what
conditions they should grant autonomy in the work place. Sometimes autonomy
results in a lack of workers’ motivation, creativity and innovation. It may cause a
loss of control over the team’s activity and performance. Both the kibbutz and the
orchestra, while business oriented and needing to make money are not profitmotivated. Yet, both organizations display many positive practices which could be
emulated and usefully practiced by a wider spectrum of American organizations.

A

major

We know that equality, trust, and freedom in the work place, are valuable. These
qualities have been found operative in successful self-managing teams. They have
also been found in other societies as disparate as the Japanese (Ouchi and Jaeger,

1978) and Pygmy (Kets

de

Vries, 1999).

self-managing teams lead to the next evolutionary step of selfmanaging organizations? We suggest that under the following circumstances, selfmanaging teams could be expanded to create a fully self-managing organization:

Will the

success

of

Where there are small teams of highly skilled employees, who benefit from
similar organizational rewards;
2. Where the team members have the potential and the willingness to be
productive and innovative;
3. Where job characteristics can lead to personal satisfaction;
4. Where commitment for being a part of the organization is high;
5. Where the team members share values and objectives, and;
6. Where the task can be specific and concrete.
1.

’

Teams such as these need to enjoy as much autonomy and decision-making power as
possible and link to other parts of the organization through a representative
mechanism such as used by Orpheus’s core group concept. They should also be
formed in a way which would allow their members to focus on topics that interest
them profoundly which are also related to specific fields where they have the
potential to learn and advance.
The following seven
baseline for success:

principles

of successful self managed

organizations

establish

a

Since members’ full ownership is unrealistic in many commercial organizations,
type of profit sharing, stock options, and annual bonuses, or a combination of
them (Shipper and Manz, 1992) should be offered to substitute for full ownership.
1.

some

voluntary membership is best employed when membership in all the
organization carries similar status and rewards. Otherwise competition
for the more prestigious teams which reward their members more generously may
become disruptive. This condition does not usually apply to teams in corporate
America. Of course, this works best with a flat and egalitarian organization.

2. Team
teams in the
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example most frequently sited for its attempt at becoming a selfmanaging organization is Gore Company (Shipper and Manz, 1992) where the size
of each &dquo;family&dquo; of the large company is limited to 200 members. The &dquo;families&dquo;
select the new recruits who can later voluntarily join particular teams, rather than
others which do not appeal to them, within the family structure. H-P is sometimes
seen as a large organization that achieves this by also limiting the size of its plants
but it is not committed to becoming a self-managing organization. The same is true
of ABB which has created thousands of profit centers in an attempt at developing
localized responsibility along with key aspects of self-management.

The American

A long-term probation period is unlikely to be adopted in corporate America
because of Americans’ impatience for full status and rewards, and the current seller’s
market for labor. An alternative would be to apply a two-tier probation period: The
first would be a short and fixed term for admission into a self-managed team within
the organization. The second probation period would apply to establishing a role for
the individual (if desired) in the governance machinery of the organization. This
combination has the potential to recruit new members while providing job stability
and, at the same time, to allow them enough time to seek a role on an optional
governance team(s) within the organization.
3.

Enriched job characteristics. Members of self-managed teams usually appreciate
the autonomy of their jobs. Additionally, where they accomplish complete sets of
tasks they find it easier to maintain high agreement about the team’s goals. This, in
turn, leads to group cohesion and group members’ positive attitudes. Autonomy and
task identity usually lead to high levels of motivation, organizational commitment,
creativity and
performance standards. It would be much more difficult to
establish a self-managed team where the team’s task does not provide full identity
and where autonomy is not granted by the organization’s leadership.

4.

lhigh

5. Rotated
have to select their

leadership is
own

an

integral part of the self-managed

team. Team

members

leader. This achieves three results:

A. Maintains equality among team members;
B. Encourages each member to acquire leadership skills, and;
C. Creates shared opportunities for team members to rotate leadership.
While in both the self managed organizations described above, leadership does not
entail extra privileges, in corporate America the leadership role would probably
carry some extra benefits, thus enticing members to be interested in taking on the
role and rewarding everyone who does. One caveat: under some circumstances it is
probably best to allow those who do not want a leadership role to be exempt from it;
while at other times it may be required of everyone.
is requisite for the success of the team.
formal power structure members tend to accept or reject
authority based on their trust of the leader who also serves as the temporary
authority figure. In the kibbutz situation, where members have free access to the
public funds, a vast amount of interpersonal trust is required that probably would
not be possible in less intimate and co-dependent situations. In larger more
6.

Interpersonal trust among team members

In the absence of

a
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impersonal organizations,
wealth will be required.

a

more

formal way of

distributing

the

organization’s

7. Intensive

face-to-face communication is typical of self-managed teams and
organizations. Members cannot follow prescriptive lines of decision-making,
hierarchical authority or responsibility. They want to make decisions and take
responsibility for their decisions on a continuous basis. To allow for these types of
decision-making process members have to exchange information extensively and to
regularly discuss and adjust their norms according to the changing environmental
conditions. Thus team members have to constantly re-evaluate and validate team
norms in order to maintain high levels of interpersonal trust and effectiveness.

Corporations in America could enhance interpersonal communications in selfmanaged teams by keeping the team small in size. It is also useful if team members
are in physical proximity to each other. Electronic communication, with all its
advantages, can enhance the communications environment but cannot replace the
effectiveness of face-to-face communications for building trust and consensual
action.
The date growers in kibbutz Samar and the American musicians who play without a
conductor are two examples of self-managed organizations. These teams belong to
the leading edge of the self-managing spectrum because they consist of people who
believe in equality, who volunteer to join as life-long members, who are also
professionally qualified and who want to take responsibility for their relationships at
work.
Studies of self managed organizations that incorporate various types of members
would provide us with a better understanding of the contingencies under which
these kinds of organizations could work, how autonomy will be managed, linked or
coordinated under a self-managing ethos, and under what conditions they are most
effective.

Implications

for

Leadership

the idea of self managing organizations based on an egalitarian ethic where
individuals take responsibility and are prepared to make long term commitments,
shifts the way we think about leadership, leadership development and the incentives
provided to leaders.

Clearly,

The shift is most profound when the idea of leadership is seen as a contribution
much like other roles and when it is focused on service to the individuals being led.
In this regard the fact that leadership roles are shared or rotated indicates that the
conception of leadership changes in accordance with the conception of an
organization - an entity created for the benefit of the members. Of course, that too,
is a major shift in thinking about business organizations - moving from an
organization as an instrument for external stockholder wealth-building to an
organization as an instrument of its members welfare and achievement. We don’t
anticipate a sweeping move to follow the self-managed organization but we believe
that this may provide an appropriate structural form for a growing number of new
economy

organizations.
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